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New recycled fuel oil launched
- Produced to BS 2869 from used hydrocarbons
- 10% savings against virgin gas oil or light fuel oil
A new recycled fuel oil, produced to the same BS 2869 specification as virgin fuels, has been developed
by the OSS Group (http://www.ossgroupltd.com).
NexGen CFO® (http://www.ossgroupltd.com/nexgen_cfo.php) is a clean fuel oil; an environmentally friendly
alternative to virgin fuels, offering savings of around 10% over virgin gas oil and light fuel oils
(LFO). The product has a wide range of applications across many industries including industrial heating,
glass production, brewing and food processing to name just a few.
It has a typical sulphur content as low as 0.50% and the benefits of higher calorific values with no
requirement for tank or trace heating. It does not need to be continually re-circulated when in storage.

If used as an alternative to heavy or medium fuel oil it greatly reduces burner maintenance and has
cleaner burning characteristics together with increased heater efficiency.
For companies where conservation is important, the use of the OSS recycled fuel helps conserve fossil
fuels and creates a smaller carbon footprint during production compared to virgin oils produced via a
full distillation process.
Originating from used hydrocarbons, NexGen is produced exclusively by OSS at its own UK refinery that
utilises a full recovery operation in accordance with the Waste Framework Directive.
Further information on NexGen CFO® is available on the OSS website at www.ossgroupltd.com/nexgen_cfo.php
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/nexgen_cfo.php). Alternatively contact OSS on 0870 2401 055.
-ENDSFor further media information please contact John Dresser on 020 8789 2587 or 07831 196404 or at
jdresser@ossgroupltd.com.
About the OSS Group
The OSS Group specialises in waste oil collection
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/waste_oil_collections_recycling.php), oil recycling
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/waste_oil_collections_recycling.php), hazardous waste collection
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/hazardous_waste_collection_recycling.php) and parts washers
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/oss_parts_washers.php). OSS also produces and sells NexGen CFO
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(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/nexgen_cfo.php), CFO (Clean Fuel Oil)
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/clean_fuel_oil.php) and RFO (Recycled Fuel Oil)
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/recycled_fuel_oil.php).
The OSS Group can trace its history back over 30 years but was formally founded in 1987. The company
initially focused on its waste oil collection and recycling services
(http://www.ossgroupltd.com/oil_waste_disposal.php).
From this base the company has expanded its range of services to cover the full spectrum of hazardous
waste solutions and now offers a range of other hazardous waste services to complement its waste oil
collection and fuel oil sales (http://www.ossgroupltd.com/fuel_oil_sales.php).
The company is now seen as a leading authority in the field of hazardous waste management and its
business and reputation continue to grow through a determination to exceed the expectations and demands
of its customers.
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